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Metropolitan is a popular line of scooters from Honda. The 50 cc Metropolitan is good for a
maximum speed of 40 mph, averaging miles per gallon or more. Fun and nimble, the
Metropolitan's performance is more about convenience and gas mileage that speed. However,
there are several quick and easy ways to upgrade a Metropolitan, CHF50 scooter. Until recently,
scooters have been powered almost exclusively by two-stroke motors because of their high
power to weight ratio. Metropolitans have 50 cc single cylinder four-stroke engines, but
demonstrate power comparable to the 50 cc two-stroke engines that preceded them. Upgrading
a four-stroke engine is a fundamentally different process than upgrading a two-stroke engine. It
is also typically more expensive because of the relative complexity of four-stroke valve-trains.
One way has already been done by Honda: a high, compression ratio. However, there are other
upgrades that you can make yourself. Letting the exhaust and the whole head flow more freely
is the way to build more power. These are the fastest upgrades versus machine chops,
camshafts and valve porting. These are bolt-on upgrades that quickly provide better
performance. Take the old one off, put the new one on and the system is instantly faster. While
increasing flow increases performance, the most restrictive area of the head limits a motor. A
high-flow exhaust won't do you much good if the engine cannot breathe air in. Carburetor
jetting, modifying or upgrading can provide significant performance gains. Again, we are talking
about fast upgrades. There is no faster performance upgrade than a high-flow air filter. Coupled
with a high-flow exhaust system, the two upgrades should increase your overall head flow. A
performance tuned aftermarket variator is unique to scootersor any vehicle with an automatic
clutch. The variator is a device that engages and transmits engine power to the rear wheel as
the engine revs. High-performance variators not only wear better, with increased speed relative
to Original Equipment Manufacturer OEM units, but they can be fine-tuned for speed, versus
acceleration, to suit your specific riding needs. John Willis founded a publishing company in ,
co-writing and publishing guidebooks in Portland, OR. His articles have appeared in national
publications, including the "Wall Street Journal. Exhaust Flow While increasing flow increases
performance, the most restrictive area of the head limits a motor. Variator A performance tuned
aftermarket variator is unique to scootersor any vehicle with an automatic clutch. References

Motorcycle. Make Honda. One look, and you just know the Metropolitan is meant for fun. Big
fun. Maybe it's the groovy palette of colorsâ€”ranging from Salsa and Kiwi, to Orange Ice and
Kanji graphicsâ€”this 49cc scoot comes in. Or perhaps it's simply the carefree flair it exudes as
it cruises about town. Either way, one ride will be all it takes to have you grinning ear to ear. I'll
even throw in the cover and a battery trickle charger for free. Selling becasue I have a bigger toy
and this one doesn't get much use which is obvious by the fact it has only original miles on the
odometerDisclamer: The scooter in the photos isn't the one for sale, but mine looks exactly like
this. Model Metropolitan. Maybe it's the groovy palette of colors ranging from Salsa and Kiwi, to
Orange Ice and Kanji graphics this 49cc scoot comes in. Usually it would take several machines
to add up to what the Metropolitan delivers in one groovy, carefree package. So, lucky for you
that you don't need to look any further than this zippy 49 cc scoot available in a wide array of
cool colors and graphic treatments guaranteed to spice up your around-town tooling. Unique
features: - Efficient four-stroke engine consumes substantially less fuel and produces
significantly lower exhaust emissions than a comparable two-stroke engine - Automatic Honda
V-Matic transmission allows speeds up to 40 mph - Combined Brake System CBS provides
excellent stopping power - Lightweight, sturdy aluminum chassis is recyclable and contributes
to the Metropolitan's maneuverability and excellent fuel economy - Lockable underseat
compartment offers nearly 22 liters of storage capacity - Lockable centerstand deters
unauthorized use - Lightweight 49cc four-stroke OHC liquid-cooled single-cylinder engine
provides ample power for in-town riding - Fuel-sipping constant-velocity CV carburetor with
automatic choke - Maintenance-free solid-state ignition system - Simple push-button electric
starter - Starter system utilizes the engine's brushless alternator ACG for starting, eliminating
the need for a separate starter motor. Rider application of the front brake lever activates the
front brake in conventional fashion. Application of the rear brake lever, mounted on the left
handlebar, activates the rear brake and the front brake together; when only the rear brake le.
This little two-wheeled wonder has been a favorite for years. So stylish and smart, everybody
who sees one instantly falls in love with it. And now, for , the Metropolitan is better than ever. It
offers the kind of Honda reliability no other scooter in the class can touch. But we kept the best
parts of the Metropolitan too: the practical under-seat storage area, the no-shift automatic
transmission, and the fun and freedom that have always been standard equipment on this little
two-wheel wonder. Convenience Hook A super easy way to hang a tote, grocery bag or purse
strap, the hook is even bigger and easier to use this year. The storage area features a lock for
added security and is weather-resistant too. Talk about a win-win: you get more efficient fuel
management and crisper performance, especially during start-up on colder days. Just turn the
key, press the starter button and go! Your actual mileage will vary depending on how you ride,
how you maintain your vehicle, weather, road conditions; tire pressure, installation of
accessories, cargo, rider and passenger weight, and other factors. Also known as "Scooty
Booty"! It has been well cared for! Great on gas and perfect for driving around town. Well
padded seat with locked under-seat storage compartment. Compartment holds a good amount
of groceries or helmet. Front Inner Basket accessory added for holding phones and water
bottles, etc. No motorcycle license needed to drive this. Lightweight 49cc. Reaches 40 MPH.
This scooter is great for commuting around the Sacramento area. I've loved riding this scooter
and know YOU will too! MINT condition only miles!! Added a windshield and a front console
storage rack. Garage kept rarely used. No motorcycle license needed to ride on the road.
Perfect for a college student. Title in hand. The daisys are decals, so they can easily be
removed. Has there ever been a scooter that s as cool and as much fun as the Honda
Metropolitan? First, there s the fresh, new style that you can see for yourself. But what you can t
see is a beauty that s more than skin deep the Metropolitan s new liquid-cooled four-stroke
Honda engine. Features May Include: Instruments A clean, stylish instrument panel is right in
line with the Metropolitan s smart design. New Styling For , the Metropolitan gets a major styling
makeover. Check out the new headlight and badging, along with the smooth bodywork that s a
functional as it is eye-catching. Convenience Hook A super easy way to hang a tote, grocery
bag, or purse strap, the hook is big and easy to use. It s quiet, economical, and super reliable
everything you d expect from a Honda. V-Matic Automatic Transmission The Metropolitan s
multi-speed automatic transmission means no shifting ever not even into park or neutral. Just
turn the key, press the starter button, and go! Day Heights, OH. Grants Pass, OR. Olmos Park,
TX. Rock Springs, WY. Lyles, TN. Eau Gallie, FL. Alpharetta, GA. Alert Successfully Created.
Save search. Motorcycles for Sale Honda Metropolitan. Category - Engine 49 cc cc Posted Over
1 Month. Category - Engine - Posted Over 1 Month. Year Make Honda Model Metropolitan. ZIP
Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. The
Cyclepedia Honda CHF50 Metropolitan scooter online service manual features detailed full-color
photographs and wiring diagrams, complete specifications with step-by-step procedures

performed and written by a veteran Honda dealer trained technician. The Honda Metropolitan
50cc four-stroke scooter is a cool little bike with some high tech features. The alternator
doubles as a brush-less starter motor. The water pump is magnetically driven. The Metropolitan
is economical and gets over mpg. The easy to use navigation and quality digital photos will help
you keep your Honda CHF50 well maintained and running well. Note any specific differences for
these models are not included. You must be logged in to post a comment. Leave a Reply Cancel
reply You must be logged in to post a comment. About Us About Cyclepedia F. Become a
Reseller Want to sell Cyclepedia Manuals? Join the Cyclepedia Reseller network by becoming
an online affiliate. There's no inventory to take on, nothing to ship and no customer service to
deal with. We take care of everything. Learn More. Sorry, your blog cannot share posts by email.
Customer Service. Contact Us. Shipping Policy. Warranty Policy. Easy Returns. Welcome,
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Windshield for the Honda Metropolitan Scooter. Quality replacement parts for the Honda
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